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Title: S.C. College Association of Reading Educators (SC-CARE) Records
Dates: 1981-1995
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Creator: S.C. College Association of Reading Educators
Physical Description: 0.42 linear ft. (1 box)
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ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Acquisition:
Dr. Nellie Hecker probably donated the S.C. College Association of Reading Educators (SC-CARE) Records in 1995 as she was serving as treasurer of the organization at the time of its dissolution. Hecker has been a Furman University faculty member since the fall of 1979, and has served as Chair of the Department of Education and Director of Teacher Education since 1999.

Organizational Sketch:
The South Carolina College Association of Reading Educators (SC-CARE) was organized in March 1981 to be a professional association of college faculty whose purpose was to improve the quality of reading education in South Carolina. SC-CARE cooperated with S.C. State Council of the International Reading Association (SCIRA), and specifically the SCIRA College Teachers Committee.

The organization met twice annually in conjunction with the annual SCIRA meeting in the spring and reading conferences in the fall. Beginning in 1989, SC-CARE co-sponsored a Forum on Cognition, with the State Department of Education.

The organization dissolved as of February 17, 1995.
USING THE COLLECTION

Access Restrictions: None.

Preferred Citation: S.C. College Association of Reading Educators (SC-CARE) Records, Acc. 0000-026 [Folder #], Special Collections and Archives, Furman University, Greenville, S.C.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

The S.C. College Association of Reading Educators (SC-CARE) Records consist of bank statements, by-laws, correspondence, membership, and financial records for the period 1981–1995. There are no meeting minutes.

Collection Inventory

Folder 1. Bank Statements
Folder 3. Blank Membership Form
Folder 4. By-laws
Folder 5. Correspondence, 1987-1995
Folder 6. Directory of College Reading Educators of South Carolina, 1995
Folder 7. Dissolution, 1995
Folder 9. Mailing List
Folder 10. Membership 1981-1982
Folder 11. Membership 1982-1983
Folder 15. Membership 1986-1987
Folder 17. Membership 1988-1989